
I contracted with Foveonics Document Solutions in 
2018 to provide a scanning and software solution that 
would help eliminate paper and to gain digital access 
to our documents.   Foveonics is providing scanning 
services to Police, Building and my office and now 
digital images are accessed through Foveonics Cloud 
Based Solution.   Foveonics Cloud Based Solution has 
an approved migration path which will allow us to 
destroy the documents once we go through the 
process.  The image quality is very good and can be 
easily searched. In 2019 we plan to roll this process out 
to more departments.   

Pam Borek
Township Clerk Hillsborough and Clerk of the year honorary 

Foveonics has provided an invaluable service to our 
municipality. Their services has made our responses 
to OPRA requests that are related to property closings 
much quicker and more efficient. The savings of staff 
time has been well received by staff as well as those 
requesting these documents. 

Mike Pappas 
Business Administrator Borough of High Bridge 

Before contracting with Foveonics Randolph Township 
had not established a Record Management plan, The 
township was seeking a partner who understood the 
process.   Randolph Township has nearly 2 million 
images from Building and Planning to Tax Department 
on Fovoenics Cloud Based Solution.  Opra request can 
now be performed through Foveonics DocumentSync 
Software.  This software has helped save the 
municipality time and money.  

Donna Luciani 
Township Clerk Randolph 

Foveonics possessed a clear and solid 
knowledge and understanding of Record 
Management. They have proved themselves to 
be a step above their competitors.   Foveonics 
scanned two phases for Bergen County 
resulting in nearly 2 million images from 1900 to 
1994 into their Cloud Based Solution.  

Tom Brown 
Deputy Surrogate Bergen County 

Burlington County has just began to use Foveonics for 
our verification, and it is a great product and service 
that is provided.  It has been useful and accurate.   
Kathy, Supervisor of Recorders, was immediately 
impressed in the reports, the accuracy and the 
usability of the information. Our last vendor took 
months of communication to correct or modify the 
indexing rules so they would match our internal rules.   
We have used this company in other ways as well, 
back scanning, and have nothing but great things to 
say of the whole project.

Heather Cheesman 
Special Assistant to Burlington County Clerk 

Thank you for giving me an opportunity to comment 
on the great relationship Manasquan Borough has 
enjoyed with Foveonics over the past few years.  There 
was a time when the Borough would routinely spend 
countless staff hours searching our construction, 
zoning and code enforcement hard-copy files looking 
for documents necessary to satisfy OPRA requests or 
to confirm the history of a particular property.  To 
make matters worse, the files were maintained in 
several different locations and the filing system was 
less than optimal.  In 2016, the Borough, in its effort to 
remedy these document storage problems, met with 
representatives of Foveonics.  Foveonics surveyed the 
Borough's problems, confirmed that they could 
digitize our hardcopy files, and create an easily 
searchable electronic index that would save an 
immeasurable amount of time.  The Borough 
contracted with Foveonics and in short order, 
Foveonics delivered, to the letter, on their promise.  
Today, the Construction Department is able to fulfill all 
manner of document requests at the push of a 
button, freeing up staff and allowing other office tasks 
to be tended to much more efficiently.  In short, we 
couldn't be happier with the staff and service at 
Foveonics.  

Thomas Flarity  
Business Administrator, Borough of Manasquan 

I have contracted with Foveonics over the last decade 
in varying capacities.  As Deputy County Clerk 
Fovoenics scanned several million documents and 
provided a Cloud Based Solution.  Most recently, as the 
Business Administrator in the Borough of Stan Hope I 
contracted with Foveonics through the ESCNJ and 
once again I am very happy with the work that has 
been performed and how this will shape the 
municipality with future OPRA requests.  The software 
that is used is scalable and will be deployed township 
wide.  

Brian Mcneilly 
Business Administrator, Borough of Stanhope  

Choosing Foveonics was one of the best decisions of 
my career. Not only did they digitize all of our 
construction records, but the software program used 
to search and retrieve the records was up and 
running in a few hours. This cut our OPRA request 
searches from days and sometimes weeks to 
seconds, freeing up staff to help with other tasks.

Christina Ariemma 
Borough Administrator/Clerk, Borough of Garwood 

What ESCNJ Members
are saying about us!

Document Management Cooperative
CO-OP# “65MCESCCPS”   

LEARN MORE
Contact one of Foveonics Document Solutions 
experts please email us at sales@foveonics.com

Call us :  888-585-SCAN
Visit our website:  www.foveonics.com
99 Grayrock Road, Unit 103, Clinton NJ 08809


